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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to give insight about big-data and its application in geo-political analysis. I have examined nearly 2 - 

3 gigabyte of Narendra Modi speeches, and analyzed every word and sentence using a combination of artificial intelligence and 

Neutral Language processing algorithm. Main aim is to showcase the extraordinary potential Big-Data application on Indian 

politics subject has to improve our understanding of geo-political situations, by allowing us to test and refine existing assumption 

and make new discoveries, such as the clear impact of an election debate over the country's situation.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The word "big data" represent to large, complex datasets that require huge amount of computing source to work with it. Because 

from many years, the cost of computing has fallen frequently and the origin of cloud computing essentially gives anyone access 

to a supercomputer at their fingertips, the big data revolution has become a reality. 

Big data is being generated by everything around us at all times. Every digital process and social media exchange produces it. 

Systems, sensors and mobile devices transmit it. Big data is arriving from multiple sources at an alarming velocity, volume and 

variety. To extract meaningful value from big data, you need optimal processing power, analytics capabilities and skills.[1] 

Big Data has a great potential to revolutionize not just research but also the way organizations, governments and big 

corporation conduct business and find hidden patterns; this will more likely change the way companies make decisions. 

II. ARCHITECTURE 

The data for this paper was retrieved from the website of "Narendra Modi", and Narendra Modi’s tweets. This website consists 

of a large source of data from briefing post to detailed data of government program like saal-ek-sharuat-anek, yoga day and more 

Governance Paradigm and national issues, through a process known as scrapping. As the part of this paper, I wrote Collection of 

Narendra Modi speeches for the period of 2013-2015. These posts are got in HTML format, with approximately 3 Gigabyte of 

Data includes images, audio, video. This complete dataset create for analysis and future activity. 

Figure 1 shows the architecture to handle the process, which is chosen by me and powered by some technologies. From 

workstation I download all data in HTML format as I previous says. Then all data store in one main server means my system and 

it distribute in different worker (image, audio, video).  

 
Fig. 1: The Big-Data Processing Architecture 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

The different steps that helped to gather more relevant data for strong analyzing: 

 Scraping 

As discussed before, I got all data or posts published on Narendra Modi site are in HTML format. So I used data scraping is 

process in which software program, convert data in human readable format from websites. For this paper propose a scraper that 

gathers all posts from this URL for speeches (http://www.narendramodi.in/category/speeches), tweets get from the account 

@narendramodi and all other related details are available on URL (http://www.narendramodi.in/) and stored in main server in 

HTML format. 

 Data Cleaning 

Almost all data retrieved from websites that need to be cleaned and prepared. Either to remove HTML formatted tag or emotions 

from tweets or riddled with inconsistencies. Without cleaning data, every Big Data initiative will take longer, need to pay more 

cost and gives fewer benefits. 

In order to deselect which kind of error and inconsistencies are to be removed, a detailed data analysis is required, in addition 

to a manual inspection of the data. 

 Extract Data from Website 

It is process to extract all the important data is scraped that formatted in HTML and published in the Narendra Modi Website, 

and data analysis helped to find the HTML div tag responsible for showing the important data. 

 
Fig. 2: HTML source code of the Narendra Modi’s website 

*Note all the code is shown in figure is dummy generated by me as per what every I get from site. 

As per the figure 2, <div id=“”> is the HTML tag that embed all the posts on site, every data in that tag was beautifully set by 

[id=”content”] as XPATH, every cleaned transcript was stored in separate document file in Main Server. There used NoSQL 

concepts for manage datasets. 

 Extract the Tweets and Scoring 

For getting tweets from @narendramodi used R language. After getting tweets give score as per emotion of words. As discussed 

data cleaning can remove some unwanted data from tweets and speeches given by Narendra Modi and also published in different 

category of the website. 

Bayesian and lexicon technique solved this scoring problem, the algorithm goal is predict speech class, and the speech belongs 

to the Narendra Modi or not. From analyze pattern of the all Narendra Modi’s speech. 

Also it was analyzed that all new ‘Man Ki Baat’ by President of India “Narendra Modi”, convert it in document file and find 

emotion in entire show. 

 Data Analysis and Result 

The dataset for this paper was computed in R language and used RStudio as software, also other language like python is 

available which analyzed this massive data.  

Hadoop and MapReduce technique were used for performing parallel computing between two servers that used for data 

processing, parallel computing technique is very hot favorite topic for developer and also an important technique. Parallel 

Computing is a one type of computation in which more than one process or calculation is carried out simultaneously. 

 
Fig. 3: Data Mining Process Used in this study 
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Fig. 4: Data Cleaning Process For twitters Data 

The aim of automatic data processing is to find answer of particular questions: 

 What are the most spoken words used by Narendra Modi? 

 What was the Narendra Modi’s internal or foreign affairs focus? 

And many other questions are in my mind. 

 Words Frequency: Word Frequency is very useful term for this analysis and important to find out Narendra Modi’s political 

review and focus on common problems. 

 Sentiment Analysis: This method is used to analyze attitude or polarity from text mining with respect to the speeches that is 

retrieved in document format. 

 Word Modality Analysis: Modality is grammatical parameter, in other word modality is what allows speakers to attach 

expression of attitude, belief, happy and sad. As above mentioned, Narendra Modi’s speech “Man Ki Bat”, he spoke on 

‘Beti bachao (save girl child)’ and to make tweet to have photo with your daughter #BetiKeSathSelfie. And another hash 

tag is #IncredibleIndia to promote India. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper is focused on two major Points. First it describes the benefits of Big-Data to analyze and measure political and geo-

political location based Minor events that inspire to people and minor change in the country that make benefits. 

Second and most important benefit, find mood of Narendra Modi, in speech to demonstrate the political view and problem of 

people. Overall modality of Narendra Modi stay constant and it over the time and its stability shows the Truth and Hope. 

Narendra Modi give many government paradigms like Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Beti Bachao, Incredible India, Digital India, 

smart city, sab ka sath sab ka vikas and many more. It will make hope to people for better future. This type of analysis changed: 

the environment of country in topic of security, war or terrorism with time. 

At the end, the main goal of this study is to showcase the potential and ability of Big-Data application on some important 

subjects like politics, health care. Improve knowledge and understand on those applications, by allowing to us to analyze that 

assumption (such as Prime Minister Focus, views) and make some new result from old study and make more clear view of Prime 

Minister. 
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